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Table Column # is to narrow and cuts off digits
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Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee:  % Done: 0%

Category:  Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version:    

Resolution:  Affected version:  

Description

table.list td.id { width: 2%; text-align: center;}

should be so wide that you can display 4 digits.

Right now the second digit gets cut off when you display it in 974px

width should be at least 5%  for 3 digits

and at least 10%  for 4 digits.

Especially if you are having lots of issues i.e. in a longer project, then you get easily 4 digits or even more

i.e.

table.list td.id { width: 10%; text-align: center;}

Best of all would be to have it flexible, so that even 6 or more digits will fit if needed.

History

#1 - 2008-01-07 15:22 - Jean-Philippe Lang

What is your browser and Redmine version/revision ? Did you make

any change to the theme ?

Because I don't have any problem with 6 digit long ids (tested

with firefox 2, ie 6 and opera 8).

#2 - 2008-01-08 20:45 - Andi Becker

Hi

I am using firefox mainly and watching on width 974px

I used the Demo theme you are providing to modify it.

Here is the CSS:

/* load the default Redmine stylesheet /

@import url(../../../stylesheets/application.css);

/ body */

body {margin:auto; width:974px; #111;}

/* add a logo in the header */

#header {

background: #507AAA

url(../images/T3Logistics-Banner80.jpg) no-repeat;

padding-left: 320px;

height: 6.3em;

}

/* move the project menu to the right */

#main-menu {

left: auto;

right: 0px;

}

#wrap {

background: #fff;

}

table.list td.id { width: 10%; text-align: center;}

----------------------
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https://www.redmine.org/issues/111


since I added the table.list part it is woverwriting those

5% which is defined in your default.

----------------------

You can see the template here and check the source:

http://www.t3log.info

#3 - 2008-01-09 14:14 - Jean-Philippe Lang

I can reproduce the problem.

Could you post a screenshot with partially hidden ids ?

Btw, nice footer.

#4 - 2008-01-09 14:37 - Jean-Philippe Lang

read: I can't reproduce the problem.

#5 - 2008-01-15 13:35 - Jean-Philippe Lang

Reopen if needed.
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